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Abstract
In market conditions, the state bore a heavy burden of functions that might be too heavy and
sometimes almost unmanageable because of historical development, deepened by the realities of
the world economy, as well as various crisis phenomena repeatedly analysed in this and past
centuries. At the same time, combining the possibilities of state regulation and market
opportunities of business entities, it is possible to achieve significant results by solving a wide range
of issues regarding the provision of public services. The research aims to form the potential structure
of the European Union development and global practice in the form of development of publicprivate partnership projects. It is determined by the need that we can agree that the basis of publicprivate partnership (PPP) relations is the interdependence of business and government regulation
which is reflected in the existence of the relations between the representatives of public and private
sectors. The result of the research demonstrates that the PPP is a form of cooperation in which the
state and private sector jointly implement socially significant projects based on the agreement on
the distribution of tasks and risks. Indeed, it is an institutional alliance between the state and
business established for a certain period for the implementation of a specific project and ceases to
exist after its implementation. To accomplish the research objectives, we have developed a
methodological approach to the coordination of the economic interests of the PPP participants. The
approach includes the implementation of multivariate calculations of the PPP project internal cost
using the method of discounted cash flows, revision of the agreement terms and the choice of such
values of the PPP agreement parameters.
Keywords: Public-Private Partnership; Project Implementation; Animation Effect; Stagnation
Overcoming
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Introduction
The effectiveness and the need for cooperation
in the field of public-private partnership (PPP)
are being determined in the works of Turovskiy
(2017) and Buckley et al., (2017). Property
relations reforming in Russia requires not only
scientific and theoretical rationale of the
mechanism of introduction of new forms of
management but also forecasting future
changes (Silagadze, 2017; Silagadze, 2018).
Currently, the creation of modern and efficient
infrastructure is one of the priority components
of the country's development (Kryukova et al.,
2016). Without this factor, it is impossible to
ensure a decent quality of life for citizens (Titova
& Kireeva, 2017; Golubova, 2017). Due to the
slow development of business, even in the ideal
climate, transaction and logistics costs of
business with the existing infrastructure are
incredibly high. At the same time, one has to
remember that the modernisation of
infrastructure is the engine of economic
development (Juknevičiene & Bersenaite, 2016;
Voreviciene & Butkeviciene, 2017; Belitskaya,
2018).
The state programme for the economy
revitalisation focuses on long-standing problems
in the private sector, namely, unattractive
conditions for running a business as well as in the
public sector ineffective management of state
property has led to a high degree of depreciation
of fixed assets.
In this situation, the use of a PPP is the most
effective way to solve these problems (Vanteeva
& Hickson, 2016). This form of partnership has
been effectively implemented in developed
countries, the use of which, taking into account
the specifics of the market, can contribute to the
development of advanced infrastructure and the
revival of investment activity of the private
sector (Gugkayeva &Tuayeva, 2017; Sivash et al.,
2017). It provides an opportunity to consolidate
the society on the basis of the strategic interests
of the territories ensuring cooperation between
the government, business and the population in
solving socially important tasks, creates the
atmosphere of trust, respect and mutual
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understanding, which remains extremely
paramount for the country (Lukyanenko and
Isik, 2017; Kolesnikov et al., 2018;). The key aim
of this research is to accomplish the following
objectives:










to identify the category of risks in PPP;
to identify the information base for
solving the problem of optimising the
indicator of the GDP investment intensity
by revealing the share of the state and
private sector in financing the
investment projects;
to identify the dynamic changes in the
investment intensity of the GDP and the
share of public and private sector
participation in financing the investment
projects for the EU;
to identify the particularities of tender
documentation;
to identify the ways to manage risk;
to analyse the sources of investment
financing;
to identify the most accepted principles
of coordination of interests of the state
and private business after agreements on
public-private partnership.

The research begins with a discussion of the
forms of risks entailed in PPP. Following this, it
discusses the methodological approach to the
coordination of the economic interests of the
PPP participants.
Risks in Public-Private Partnerships
At the present stage of development of the EU
economic system, PPP seems an effective way to
develop its infrastructure (Schomaker, 2017;
Bures, 2017). Even though commercial relations
between the state and business have been
arising for a long time, the widespread use of PPP
in the developed countries has received only in
recent decades. This was greatly facilitated by
the fact that the implementation of the PPP
projects ensures the active development of
infrastructure and effective control of this
process by the state (Shashkova, 2018a;
Shashkova, 2018b). Business, in its turn, receives
guarantees of profitable activity and takes
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responsibility for the results (Averkieva, 2017;
 risks associated with the participation of
Onkorova, 2017). It is also stated that private
the state as a partner in public-private
financing of public infrastructure contributes to
partnership projects;
the transfer of risks from the public sector to
 business
risks
of
public-private
private companies. Under these circumstances,
partnership projects;
the analysis of the nature of risks in PPP projects,
 risks associated with protests of the
methods of their determination and effective
population, public and international
mechanisms of their management acquire
organisations.
important theoretical and practical significance
(Usenko et al., 2018).
Among the typical risks of implementation of
There is a wide range of PPP forms which differ infrastructure projects by PPP mechanisms,
in objectives, the scope of services, legal there are force majeure, political risks, and
structure and degree of solidarity in carrying the profitability risks, operational, construction,
risk (Pinigin, 2017; Abikenov et al., 2019). The financial risks as well as the risk of default. Risk
problem of risk, which was one of the reasons for management of the PPP project is carried out at
the appearance of PPP, remains very acute and the stage of conclusion of the PPP project
requires careful study for every project agreement between the public and private
individually. During the project, implementation partners. This reduces risk management in a very
risks are divided into those who cannot be short period before the start of the project
(Alonazi, 2017). Besides, the capacity of risk
avoided, and those which can be fought with.
management mechanisms depends to a large
The first group includes ideological differences extent on the provisions of the tender
between private and public authorities, lack the documents approved for the tender to identify a
flexibility of some projects and the specific risks private partner (Langhagen-Rohrbach, 2007).
of individual projects (Shore & Tosun, 2017).
Those which can be avoided include the The legislation does not ensure a simple way to
insufficient level of competition during the change the conditions of PPP. In particular, it is
tender process, insufficient distribution of risk uncertain what changes can require a repeat
and responsibility between the parties, competition to determine the private partner. In
constancy of income and economic obstacles. If this regard, effective risk management
the risk is identified in advance, it can be mechanisms should be provided at the stage of
transferred in time to the party that can develop the competition to determine the private
a plan to fight with it effectively (Shumarina, partner and finally fixed in the contract for the
implementation of the PPP project (Koshkin,
2017).
2018).
The most significant risks for the state are:
The necessary conditions are those on which the
 a technical mistake in the development parties should agree in order for the contract to
stage of the project;
be concluded. Risk management can be
 choice of the irrational form of public- implemented within the framework of essential
conditions of risk allocation. However, the
private partnership;
provisions of the legislation provide the
 bad faith on the part of a private partner; distribution of only the risks which are identified
 poor quality of services provided to by the results of the analysis of the PPP project
consumers by a private partner effectiveness (Hanson et al., 2016).
(concessionaire).
The legislation does not explicitly determine how
The set of risks for a private partner can be the risks identified during the pre-contractual
negotiations (or even at the later stage) can be
divided into the following groups:
distributed, but not taken into account in the
 risks which arise from the activities of performance analysis. For example, proposals
public authorities;
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under the terms of the partnership agreement as
a part of the bidder's proposal can contain
proposals on risk management mechanisms. The
possible ways of risk management, taking into
account their specificity for a particular project,
are not determined and can not be fully
determined. To achieve this, it is advisable to
provide a period of familiarisation with the draft
tender documentation and amendments to it
based on the results of comments received from
potential bidders. It is also advisable to provide
the cases in which it is possible to revise certain
conditions of the contract without competition
(Burov, 2019).
The legislation does not limit the possibility to
ensure special conditions of the PPP project
agreement or conclude additional (auxiliary)
contractual instruments (for example, an
investment agreement) (Gribust, 2018). At the
time of presentation of conditions not envisaged
by legislation, it is necessary to consider the
extent of competence of the public partner.
Also, to ensure the principle of equality of
conditions, the state partner should provide
such additional conditions in the tender
documentation (Ouenniche et al., 2016).
The category of risks plays a significant role in
public-private partnership (Postnikova, 2017).
Like any economic activity, the PPP in the
process of its implementation can be subject to
certain impacts that can adversely affect the
final results of the project. The critical factors in
evaluating risks are the likelihood of their
occurrence and the degree of consequences
(impact) of the risks if any. In our opinion, it is
necessary to form a distinctive approach to
evaluating the risks of projects of public-private
partnership, in particular, from the state.
Public sector funds to reduce risks include:


implementation of research for the
announcement of tenders;



analysis of the best practices in the
implementation and evaluation of the
tender;



reduction of opportunities for the
unintentional assumption of risk;
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development of an action plan in case of
the unforeseen interruption of the
rendering of services for the project;



structuring payments in the way that to
minimise financial losses even in case of
the inadequate level of project
implementation;



project insurance as required;



analysis of the best practices in
monitoring, control and management;



recognition of the fact that the ratio of
price and quality does not necessarily
mean "low cost".

An essential role in studying the risks is played by
an expert approach that allows involving a wide
range of people who are competent in different
issues regarding the components of the PPP
project. The methodological issues are discussed
in the following sections.
Methodological Approach to the Coordination
of Economic Interests of the PPP Participants
We propose to substantiate the financial
relations between the PPP participants and
other aspects of transactions in the coordination
of the interests of the state and private business
by calculating such values of the parameters of
PPP projects, for which the state will ensure the
maximisation of revenues to the budget, and
from the standpoint of partners, the
optimisation of the values of the classical
indicators for evaluating the effectiveness of
investment projects (Baboshkina, 2018).
The base of the computational experiment is the
following sequence of stages: model, algorithm
and programme.
At the first stage, the construction of the socalled "equivalent" of the object (process) is
carried out, reflecting its main characteristics
employing mathematical formalisation. At the
second stage, the algorithm is created for
consistent implementation of the developed
model. Besides, the model under study should
be presented in the form suitable for the use of
numerical methods. Also, in order to find the
most accurate values of the required values, the
identification of the sequence of calculation and
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logical operations are carried out. At the last
third stage, there is created the software which
can implement the algorithm of the developed
model.



formation of mathematical tools for
achieving the goal, namely, the use of
one of the methods of unconditional
multidimensional optimisation is the
method of configurations which
simplifies the process of finding the
extremum of the objective function as a
function of many variables;



the formalisation of the target function in
the form of dependence of the GDP
investment intensity on the share of the
state and the private sector in the total
investment;



determination of the basic conditions for
the implementation of the method of
configurations in the optimisation of the
objective function (acceptable level of
accuracy of the result and transition step
between iterations);



carrying out a step-by-step iterative
procedure for the implementation of the
method of configurations and finding the
iteration which corresponds to the
maximum value of the GDP investment
intensity at the given levels of the share
of the public and private sectors of the
economy.

Thus, in the process of formulation, analysis and
solution of extreme problems, there are the
following directions:


the formalisation of the problem under
study;



identification of the conditions for the
existence of a solution to the formalised
problem;



determination of necessary
sufficient conditions of extremum;



development
of
accurate
and
approximate methods for solving various
classes of extreme problems.

and

Turning to the adaptation of the considered
methods of optimisation of the conditions of the
problem, it is fair to note that the base of the
research will be reduced to the use of methods
of unconditional multidimensional optimisation
(in this case), the optimisation of the function of
many variables. It is found that in the framework
of the specifics of this study, it is most advisable
to use direct search methods.
Considering our method within the framework
of the tasks, it should be noted that the
application of this approach to the problem of
maximising the GDP investment intensity
(multiplicative participation of the PPP) makes it
possible not only to determine the share of the
state and the private sector in financing the
investment projects, but also analyse the
dynamics of public and private sector
investments (percentage of the GDP) as
management parameters.

The information base for solving the problem of
optimising the indicator of the GDP investment
intensity by determining the share of the state
and the private sector in financing the
investment projects are the time series
presented in Table 1.

A detailed analysis of the information base of
modelling the state's share in financing the
projects in terms of investment interaction with
business showed that the highest criterion of
adequacy (the criterion of determination at the
Taking into account the specifics of the task of level of 92 %) had a polynomial of the third
optimising the proportions of the distribution of degree based on the data of Table 2 using the
the structure of investments between public and possibilities of statistical analysis.
private sources of financing, we propose the
following algorithm for optimising the GDP
investment intensity and its structure by sources
of investment financing:
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Table 1: Dynamic Changes of the GDP Investment Intensity and Share of Public and Private
Sector Participation in Financing the Investment Projects for the EU
Indicator
2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016
GDP investment intensity
20.6 22.7 25.9 25.2 27.4 30.9 28.6 21.1 24.8
(capital investment to GDP), %
Public sector investment, % of
GDP
Sources

2.4

-

4.3

2.7

Table 2: Information Base for Building an Analytical Form
Time
y
x1
x2
x 12
2008
20.6
17.8
2.4
316.8
2009
22.7
19.0
3.1
361.0
2010
25.9
16.9
4.3
285.6
2011
25.2
20.0
2.7
400.0
2012
27.4
21.9
2.9
479.6
2013
30.9
23.8
3.1
566.4
2014
28.6
20.2
4.1
408.0
2015
21.1
17.2
2.6
295.8
2016
24.8
18.9
3.4
357.2
Average values
25.2
19.5
3.2
Sources:
where y is the GDP investment intensity (II), %;
x1 is private sector investment (РІ), % from the
GDP; x2 is public sector investment (SI), % of the
GDP.

2.9

3.1

x 22
5.8
9.6
18.5
7.3
8.4
9.6
16.8
6.8
11.6
-

4.1

2.6

x 13
5 639.8
6 859.0
4 826.8
8 000.0
10 503.5
13 481.3
8 242.4
5 088.4
6 751.3
-

3.4

x 23
13.8
29.8
79.5
19.7
24.4
29.8
68.9
17.6
39.3
-

We use a multi-factor nonlinear equation of the
dependence of the GDP investment intensity on
such management variables as private, and
public sector investment can be based on the
application of column 1 of Table 2:

II = 128,92 - 20,36PI +17,31SI +1,03PI 2 - 5,64SI 2 - 0,02PI 3 + 0,68SI 3 (1)
where II is GDP the investment intensity, %; PI is private sector investment, % of the GDP; SI is
public sector investment, % of the GDP.
Besides, the results of the statistical analysis of the parameters of the equation, their standard
the relations of investment intensity and the mistakes and the interval limits of the levels of
share of the state and the private sector in the selected factor features.
financing the investment projects are shown in
Table 3, make it possible to make reasonable
conclusions about the statistical significance of
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Table 3: Statistical Analysis of the Relations Between the Boundaries of the State and Private
Sector Participation in Financing the Investment Projects
Value of statistical model
Coefficient
Standard error
Lower 95 %
Top 95 %
y
128.92
742.78
-3 067.03
3 324.86
x1
-20.36
96.49
-435.53
394.81
x2
17.31
125.80
-523.94
558.57
x 12
1.03
4.75
-19.40
21.46
2
x2
-5.64
39.62
-176.13
164.85
3
x1
-0.02
0.08
-0.35
0.32
3
x2
0.68
4.07
-16.85
18.21
Sources
where y is the GDP investment intensity (II), %;
x1 is private sector investment (PI), % of the GDP;
x2 is public sector investment (SI), % of the GDP
(Akhmetshin, 2018).
It should be noted that the presentation of
algorithms for the calculation of individual
indicators will be carried out using the following
symbols: y is investment intensity of GDP (II), %;
x1 is private sector investment (PI), % of the GDP;
x2 is public sector investment (SI), % of the GDP.
We set the coordinate directions of optimisation
of objective function in the form of s1 , s2 ,, sn .
Then we select the appropriate level   0 of the
permissible value of the result accuracy to stop

the implementation of the algorithm. Also, we
set the initial step of the algorithm   0 to
move from one iteration to the next and adjust
the values of the control variables as well as the
value of the accelerating factor   0 to find the
optimal value in the right direction. After
determining the above assumptions of the
model for determining the limits of state
participation in the financing of projects in the
conditions of investment interaction with the
business, we choose the starting point
X1   x11 , x12 ,, x1n  numerical values of the
factorial signs of functional dependence (1) and
proceed to the main stage assuming:

Y1  X 1 ; k  j  1

(2)

Step 1. If the condition is satisfied, the mathematical formalisation of which has the form:
f  Y j   s j   f Y j 

(3)

Then this step can be recognised as successful. In this case, one should move to the next second
step after making the following assumption.
If the condition (3) is satisfied, then this relation takes the form of inequality:
f  Y j   s j   f Y j 

(4)

This current step can be recognised as unsuccessful. In this case, one should verify again that the
following condition is true:
f  Y j   s j   f Y j 

(5)

If the ratio (5) is correct, one should proceed to the next step 2 by entering a guess of the form:

Yj 1  Yj   s j

(6)

Otherwise, that is, when the condition is met:
f  Y j   s j   f Y j 

(7)
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Otherwise, when the condition is met:

Y j 1  Y j

(8)

Step 2. If j <n, it is necessary to return to the first step by typing the replacement of J by j+1. In case
of failure to comply with the above conditions, we move on to the next third step provided that the
inequality is fair:

f Yn1   f  X i 

(9)

Or go to the fourth step otherwise, that is, if the condition is met:

f Yn1   f  X i 

(10)

Step 3. We introduce assumptions:
X k 1  Yn 1

Y1  X k 1    X k 1  X k 

(11)

We go to the first step by typing j = 1 and replacing k with k+1.
Step 4. If the condition is true    , that this, fact indicates the completion of the calculations, that
is Хк acts as a solution to the optimisation problem. Otherwise, if this condition is not met, a

replacement should be made  on as well as the following assumption should be entered:
2

Yj  X k , X k 1  X k

(12)

After the implementation of these actions, one By specifying the coordinate directions of the
should return to the first step, after taking j = 1 objective function optimisation, we introduce
and replacing k value by k + 1 value.
the following assumptions:
So, on the basis of the theoretically reduced
sequence of implementation of the algorithm of
the proposed method, we proceed to its study
using real data (Abramov, 2015). Thus, the
practical implementation of the steps of the
iterative procedure proposed will be presented
in the form of Table 2. Let us consider
sequentially how the basic assumptions of the
configuration method and the formation of each
step of the calculations are introduced, that is,
we describe in detail the essence and
calculations of each graph given in Table 4.



choose 𝜀 = 0.001 > 0 0 as an acceptable
level of accuracy of the result to stop the
implementation of the algorithm;



set the initial step of the algorithm 𝜆 =
0.2 > 0 to move from one iteration to
the next and adjust the values of
management variables (the share of the
state and the private sector in the
financing of investment projects);



determine the magnitude of the
accelerating multiplier 𝛼 = 0.5 > 0 to
find the maximum value of the GDP
investment.
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Table 4: Displaying the Steps of the Iterative Procedure for the Implementation
j
k
Xk
Yj   s j
Yj

sj
f  Xk 
f Y j   s j 
f Y j 
1
1

2
0.20

3
19.52
3.18
24.55

4
1.00

2.00

2

0.20

19.52
3.18
24.55

1.00

2.00

19

0.20

24.32
2.58
30.52

1.00

2.00

20

0.20

24.72
2.78
31.29

1.00

2.00

5
19.52
3.18
24.55
19.72
3.18
24.85
19.72
3.38
25.29
19.72
3.18
24.85
24.52
2.78
31.09
24.52
2.58
30.74
24.92
2.98
31.83
24.92
2.78
31.48

6
1.00
0.00
0.00
1.00
1.00
0.00
0.00
1.00
1.00
0.00
0.00
1.00
1.00
0.00
0.00
1.00

7
19.72
3.18
24.85
19.72
3.38
25.29
19.92
3.38
25.59
19.72
3.38
25.29
24.72
2.78
31.29
24.52
2.78
31.09
25.12
2.98
32.00
24.92
2.98
31.83

Yj   s j

f Y j   s j 

8

19.52
3.38
25.00
19.72
2.98
24.47
24.32
2.78
30.87
24.52
2.38
30.37
24.72
2.98
31.64
24.92
2.58
31.14

Sources
After determining the above assumptions of the
model for determining the share of the state in
financing the projects in terms of investment
cooperation with the business, we choose the
starting point X1 = (20,72; 3,36) numerical values
(arithmetic mean values) of the factorial signs of
functional dependence and proceed to the main
stage assuming that Y1  X 1 , k  j  1 . Besides,
we note that the classical formulation of the
optimisation problem when solving it by the
proposed method provides for the need to
minimise the indicator chosen as a compelling
feature. Therefore, when solving the problem of
maximising the GDP investment intensity by
achieving the relevant values of the shares of the
public and the private sector in financing the

investment projects, it is necessary to change
the signs of inequalities used in the algorithm for
the implementation of the methodology to the
opposite ones.
Step 1. Iteration 1 (k = 1). Since the condition is
satisfied, the mathematical formalisation which
has the form f Yj   s j   f Y j  , then this step
can be recognised as unsuccessful. In this case, it
is necessary to make a gradual transition to the
second step and assume that Y j 1  Y j .
Step 2. Iteration 2. Since j<n, you need to go back
to the first step by entering the replacement j by
j +1. In the case of non-compliance with the
above conditions, we move on to the next third
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